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Chapter 1 : Scofield Reference Bible - Wikipedia
It a print replica of the actual Old Scofield Study Bible, which is both a plus and minus. Plus, you see everything as is in
the actual bible. The minus is that you can not adjust the font size, but you have to zoom causing it to pan to read the
text which is inconvenient.

Customer Book Reviews Outstanding Study Bible By Amazon Customer on Feb 06, I have used the new
Scofield for many years and recently became curious about what made it new compared to the original. This
version is exceptional in every way. I actually prefer the notes and topic indexes more than the Scofield III
because there can be no confusion about whether the note was one of the original notes. The quality of this
bible is outstanding and it feels good to hold even for long periods. I highly recommend that you start with the
Scofield Classic edition and if you have a little extra cash, get the new version for comparison. In this case, the
old is better than the new. The leather is soft and the burgandy color is a perfect shade, not too bright, not too
dull. It has the just right bend-a-bility. Over all I am very pleased. Very affordable and informative. And,
exactly as I had hope, with the classic Scofield lay out on the page Excellent Bible By Mmcourr on Jun 01,
Nice to hold, easy to read, really enjoying it. Love the new Bible smell, too. The cover seems a bit fake leather
to me, but so far had no problems. I love it, thank you! You can not read anything more profound than the
words of Salvation from our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. Therefore by the deeds of the law there shall no
flesh be justified in his sight It is nice enough. I wanted for my Bible collection. I went with the leather bound.
The leather is as to be expected for the price. It is nice enough. Much better than bonded leather. For me
bonded leather does not hold up. The bonded leather was falling apart and the Bible had no been used even on
a weekly basics. It is just as stated. This is an "old school" classic study Bible and that is what I wanted. I had
an Old Scofield Bible which went missing years ago. If you are looking for a good study bible, I would highly
recommend this. Nothing compares to the old Scofield in the KJV in my opinion. I am very pleased with this
purchase. High quality bible and a reasonable price. Supplementary biblical area maps. The bonded leather is
supple and very attractive. Though the font is small, it is very clearly printed, which helps very much. The red
print is dark and clear, which is a great surprise as well. The standard and large print Old Scofields, I think, are
just printed too lightly, and the red letters are more pink. Seems to me that readability should be uppermost
when designing a format. Beautifully bound with very nice, quality paper. If you need more input, feel free to
ask! Excellent reference guides, added are 4 pics from my personal bible to show the main text. A major plus
is the price! I Love my Bible and I love the cover case it I love the inside pages, crisp and smooth and the tabs
come with the scriptures on them already attached to the page the silver color adds a lot of Fabulous too it and
I could not have asked for a better product and Bible and as you can see from the photos the maps index
concordance the Bible cover and the way it opens and bends is wonderful take care of your Bible and it will
give you long lasting results!!! Easy to use and understand By Mark S. The foot notes and short summary
about the author of each book in the Bible, along with the references, make this an easy to understand and easy
to use bible. Quality binding, paper, words of Christ in red and gilded edges make this and inexpensive Bible
to give out as a present for any occasion. When he opened the box the Bible was in we noticed it had a good
cover, binding and was not too large or Willeford on Aug 15, Bought for my son for his 18th birthday. We
Skyped when he opened his presents. He saw so excited to open this as he had needed a new Bible. The one he
had, had was paperback and had completely fallen apart not a Scofield. When he opened the box the Bible was
in we noticed it had a good cover, binding and was not too large or too small. He had also been wanting a
study Bible. This was a great purchase! It has indented tabs that are easy to use, the study notes and reference
layout are excellent and the translation is faithful and true. The Bible itself is reasonably-sized I am extremely
happy with this purchase - I bought two as gifts and will be buying a third for myself. The font is a little small
With the price being beyond reasonable, I highly endorse this wonderful product! I am pretty disappointed! By
Cynthia Bessent on Sep 14, i did not receive this bible - instead I received a maroon bible without indented
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index. As this was a gift for my husband, I am pretty disappointed! The bibles are awesome and put togehter
perfectly. It is a great study aif to compare the texts with another. That being said, I love that there is a date
reference on each page to show roughly when things happened. I truly appreciate the date at top of each page.
It helps you to know about the time period. I would recommend this book to all my friends and family. I gave
this as a gift. I want to get one with the larger print. Not too happy with the "bonded leather", though
Purchased 4 By Ws on Jan 04, Purchased 4 of these for self and Christmas gifts. Pages are very lightweight,
actually wripple a bit under pencil led when underlining. Have to be very careful of bleedthtough to other side
of page. I ordered black and received brown. I gave it to my little brother. Add a Book Review Book
Summary: This particular edition is in a Leather Bound format. It was published by Oxford University Press
and has a total of pages in the book. To buy this book at the lowest price, Click Here.
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Chapter 2 : The Old Scofield? Study Bible, KJV, Classic Edition | eBay
The Old Scofield Study Bible, KJV, Classic Edition / Edition 2 This easy-to-carry Bonded Leather edition of the
renowned Old ScofieldÂ® Study Bible offers a wealth of study materials at a fantastic price.

The popular New International Version translation is matched to Dr. Special zipper or strap flap closures offer
extra protection to its pages. A Customer on Jun 09, It took twenty six years, but my first copy is literally worn
out, and another is the only acceptable replacement. One of my requests on returning from military combat
was a good study bible. I was presented with twelve different ones by members of my church. My elderly
pastor was responsible for the Scofield. It quickly became both my everyday and study source, and still is. I
truly believe it was inspired by God for my use. Although text critical scholarship may have moved on, the
basics of a book that has lasted millenia do not change in a mere century. As chief editor to the combined
bible, commentary, and chain reference Scofield provides the basics - and more - very well indeed. I have
found nothing quite so precise, so concise, and nothing displaying such moderation and common sense, all
couched in a style with a minimal jargon. For the Old Testament there is a one-page introduction to the
Pentateuch, the historical books, the poetic and wisdom books, and the prophetic books. For example, there is
a description of the key technique of Hebrew poetry parallelism of thought in the introduction to the poetical
and wisdom books. The basic variations on this technique are demonstrated with great clarity and economy.
For the New Testament there is an introduction to the gospels, the epistles of Paul, and the general epistles.
One of my most loved features is the concise concordance at the back, which is compiled with an eclectic
brilliance. Some of the footnotes are small masterpieces of exposition, some push concepts such as typology
much too far. But I do not suppose Scofield would have declared this work to be perfect, or incapable of being
usefully updated. Still the best A Customer on Dec 02, Although I have several bible references available to
me, I still find myself going back to the Scofield bible given to me at my confirmation when I really want to
understand a given passage. I love the beauty of the King James language, and I appreciate the clear, detailed
commentary and the clearly noted supporting passages. Scofield died in The New Scofield was put together in
by an independant committee. They added numerous notes that certainly would not have agreed with Dr. The
KJB explains that true water baptism is by immersion only. Still the Best for Accuracy By J. Michael Nace on
Jul 07, Old Scofield has in the past and still sets the standard for all other study Bibles. His notes in this
edition Original Scofield as opposed to New Scofield are reset with newer type, and easy to read. Nothing has
been changed, with the exception of added notes that do not interfere since nothing has been deleted. Be aware
it is Dispensational [God working in time periods through history in different ways with different
expectations] in approach, but not offensively. The quality of this Bible cannot be overstated: Well worth
twice the price. Scofield shines in his prophetic and historic commentaries. Evangelical churches in America
anyway seem to be fading theologically in favor of programming and worship, so get this information while it
is still easily available! Reliable resource By on Jan 06, Just like his correspondence course administered by
the Moody Bible Institute, Scofield, in this Bible, has proven to be a reliable source of bibilical interpretation
and reference that is faithful to the fundamentals of Christianity. Many would say it is a system helps make
sense out of Scripture. Some of the material is obviously outdated because of new discoveries in archeology
and science. However, the basic notes on the biblical covenants and prophesy are as rich today as the day they
were written. This is a wonderful Bible for people who are trying to make sense out of the Bible. I have
always thought the Scofield Bible is one of the few really good Bibles. I have the regular print version and it
has served me well for several years but with age, my eyesight has deteriorated, and, thus the need for larger
print. I am very happy with the large print Scofield Bible. If you are considering purchasing this Bible, my
suggestion is go for it. An intellectual review By G. Kyle Essary on Aug 10, While the above author tried to
come from an intellectual standpont, he made his true intellect known by his comments. This cannot be said of
liberal higher criticism, which has so enthralled itself in "theology if it may even be called that anymore " ,that
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it has smeared the name of Christ in the dirt. I highly recommend it. The Old Scofield Study Bible. The Best
of the Best!!! By Charles Asbury on Aug 11, Written review of: I also study my Bible at least hours everyday
easy. So so so many others have tidbits of info that I could care a less about. Publishers fill up a big book full
of boring stuff, that has very little spiritual information. Between true born again believers doing the editing,
vs. Personally, I take Psalms 1: Why on earth would I want to read some lost editor from Harvard explain, or
define an important doctrine such as Salvation, when he might not even know the Lord Jesus Himself.
Scofield was a Born Again Believer. Moody hired him back in day, thats good enough for me. Plus his other
books, like, "Rightly Dividing the Word of Truth", has helped millions of people around the globe. Hey, how
would you like to have a Study Bible with Dr. Phil as one of the contributing authors? Mix a little psychology,
and power of positive thinking New Age with the Word. Create some apostate religion beside what God says
is good enough. The way this world is going, it could happen one day in the near future. Check out II Tim 4:
And then look at some of the so called big shots on T. Teaching of positive thinking, etc. We need the kind of
preaching like grand ma, and grand pa used to have! Something that we can build a solid foundation on, that
will last, and last. Sometimes stuff that has no value. So do you want the meat and potatoes, or just stuff?
Some people think that because their Bible has more cool stuff,like the best maps, measuring charts, a special
section on Greek and Hebrew, word concordance and on and on, until you need to put wheels on the bottom of
your Bible just to pull it into the Church. And most of the info is regular, basic stuff including other trivial
snacks, and stuff, stuff, and more stuff. Lots of stuff geeks like. By the way, the definition of stuff is: Enjoy
studing the Word and God Bless. One piece of advice I would give to anyone thinking about buying this
Bible: Get the King James Version All kinds of helpful notes. The print is large,but not to large. Excellent
binding and the pages are sturdy and easy to turn as i have had hand surgery so thats saying something. I
chuckle at how many times I have By Waltscott on Jan 03, Exactly as advertised. There is just something
about reading a book with the book in my hands that I enjoy. I chuckle at how many times I have said I got
some electronic device to replace some old "analog" device. They did the same thing in The New Scofield is a
revision of the Scofield The New Scofield is a revision of the New Scofield Now that we are all confused
over all this madness, and since Amazon makes it worse by combining comments for different products, I
want to clarify the different ISBNs to make sure you get what you are looking for. VERY easy to read! By
Amazon Customer on Mar 01, Very pleased with my purchase! Add a Book Review Book Summary: This
particular edition is in a Leather Bound format. It was published by Oxford University Press and has a total of
pages in the book. To buy this book at the lowest price, Click Here.
Chapter 3 : [PDF/ePub Download] the old scofield study bible kjv large print edition eBook
The riches of the Old Scofield Study System and references have guided students of the word for over a century. The
Old Scofield Study Bible features the original notes and references in a Center-Column format.

Chapter 4 : Old Scofield Study Bible Classic Edition, KJV, Bonded Leather burgundy | eBay
The Old Scofield Reference bible is an old school classical work with study notes, concordance, index, and the best
cross reference system I've ever seen. It provides a great way to read and study God's Word for yourself.

Chapter 5 : The Old ScofieldÂ® Study Bible, KJV, Classic Edition by Oxford University Press ()
The KJV Old Scofield Study Bible - Classic Edition is a full-featured Scofield Study Bible at an amazing price. Readers
accustomed to the traditional setting of the Old ScofieldÂ® will appreciate this attractively priced reprint of the Second
Edition now called the Classic Edition.
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Chapter 6 : The Old ScofieldÂ® Study Bible, KJV, Classic Edition - Leather Binding - - Oxford University Pr
Book Summary: The title of this book is The Old ScofieldÂ® Study Bible, KJV, Reader's Edition and it was written by C.
I. Scofield. This particular edition is in a Leather Bound format. This particular edition is in a Leather Bound format.

Chapter 7 : Scofield Reference Bible Commentary Online
Description: This easy-to-carry edition of the renowned Old ScofieldÂ® Study Bible offers a wealth of study materials at
a fantastic price. Featuring a traditional type setting cherished by many long-time Scofield readers, the Classic Edition,
whose notes date from , is the best cross-reference study Bible ever published.
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